
Spelling Test Lesson 23 
              

Greek Root bio, Latin Root aud 

              

The Greek root bio means “life.” 

The Latin root aud means “hear.” 

              

1. antibiotic       13. biographer 

2. audible       14. biography 

3. audience       15. biologist 

4. audio       16. biology 

5. audiobook      17. biome 

6. audiology      18. biopsy 

7. audiotape      19. biosphere 

8. audiovisual      20. inaudible 

9. auditorium      21. microbiologist 

10.  auditory       22. audiologist 

11.  biodegradable      23. symbiotic 

12.  biodiversity     

             

Dictation Test 23 

1. The biologist listened to his favorite audiobook while 

walking. 

 

2.  She wants to read a biography about the microbiologist. 

 

3.  A biopsy was performed in front of an audience. 

 

 



Spelling Test Lesson 24 
              

Review 

              

              

1. analogy       13. illegible 

2. antibiotic       14. immature 

3. audible       15. inappropriate 

4. auditorium      16. journalist 

5. biodiversity      17. misfortune 

6. cautious       18. misunderstand 

7. centimeter      19. mysterious 

8. cooperate      20. optimist 

9. dehydrate      21. courageous 

10.  encyclopedia      22. coincidence 

11.  forecast       23. impartial 

12.  geologist     

             

Dictation Test 24 

1. The geologist gave a presentation in the auditorium. 

 

2.  Rain and snow are in the forecast, so please be cautious. 

 

3.  Is it a coincidence that you both thought of the same 

analogy? 

 

 

 

 



Spelling Test Lesson 25 
              

Prefixes  

 dis-, un-, non- means “not” 

 re- means “again” or “back” 

Suffixes 

 -ly means “like” or “resembling”  

 -y means “characterized by” 

 -ful means “full of”  

 -less means “without” 

 -ion/-sion/-tion means “act” or “process of” 

 -ity means “state” or “quality of being” 

              

1. activity      13. muscle 

2. applauded     14. nondairy 

3. bargaining     15. population 

4. breezy      16. rearrange 

5. collision      17. sighed 

6. concentrated     18. successful 

7. desert      19. uneventful 

8. dishonest      20. worthless 

9. excuse      21. evacuated 

10.  gratefully     22. excursion 

11.  identifying     23. unconscious 

12.  identity 

             

Dictation Test 25 

1.  In a desert, the population is usually very small. 

 

2.  If you want to be successful at this game, you need to rearrange the 

pieces. 

 

3. Do not be dishonest when bargaining with your friend. 



Spelling Test Lesson 26 
              

Greek Roots 

- phono = “sound”     - graph = “write” 

Latin Roots 

- tract = “pull” or “drag”    - man = “hand”  

- sign = “mark”     - dic = “speak”  

Prefix 

- tele- means “at a distance” 

- auto- means “by oneself” or “itself” 

              

1. angriest      13. potatoes 

2. automatic     14. prediction 

3. bibliography     15. scarves 

4. cacti      16. significant 

5. crunchier      17. species 

6. extract      18. strawberries 

7. fungi      19. television 

8. kidneys      20. worst 

9. lovelier      21. calligraphy 

10.  manufacture     22. maneuver 

11.  megaphone     23. responsibilities 

12.  people  

 

             

Dictation Test 26 

1.  The bibliography included many people from her life. 

 

2.  Most strawberries are crunchier than cherries. 

 

3.  She had a significant discovery of a new species. 



 

Spelling Test Lesson 27 
              

          Prefixes     Suffixes 

over = “too much” or “above”    -al = “relating to” or “like” 

under = “too little” or “below”   -able/-ible = “can be done” or “fit for” 

sub = “under” or “lower”     -ment = “act or process of” or  

inter = “between” or “among”   “the state of being” or “the result of” 

 

              

1. additional     13. overreact 

2. agreeable     14. paper clip 

3. assignment     15. promote 

4. believable     16. responsible 

5. commotion     17. submerge 

6. educational     18. transportation 

7. emotional     19. undercooked 

8. excitement     20. well-dressed 

9. high school     21. entertainment 

10.  interrupt     22. immobile 

11.  merry-go-round    23. intermission 

12.  moveable 

             

Dictation Test 27 

1. The high school students were riding on the merry-go-round. 

 

2.  You should not overreact if your steak is undercooked. 

 

3.  The well-dressed couple talked during the intermission of the 

play. 

 



Spelling Test Lesson 28 
              

              Greek Roots     

log = “word”    geo = “earth” 

cycl = “circle    meter = “measure” 

bio = “life”     aud = “hear” 

              

1.  auditorium 13. impractical 

2.  biodegradable 14. inaudible 

3.  biography 15. inefficient 

4.  cautious 16. logical 

5.  chemist 17. millimeter 

6.  cooperate 18. misfortune 

7.  coordinate 19. venomous 

8.  dehydrate 20. zoologist 

9.  encyclopedia 21. anonymous 

10. foreword 22. coincidence 

11. geography 23. impartial 

12. illegible  

              

Dictation Test 28 

1. Will the chemist look at the biodegradable paper? 

 

2. They used an encyclopedia to help answer the geography 

questions. 

 

3. A zoologist will study the venomous snake’s environment.  

 

 


